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Dear John 
 
December freeze-thaw 
 
Thank you for your letter of 16 January 2023. Please see below our response to your questions and 
some additional comments which should be of help:  
 
a) Details of the impact of the freeze thaw in your company area, including: underlying  
causes of any impacts; numbers of properties and customers experiencing problems;  
length of time to resolve outages; etc. 
 
In general, due to our historical asset renewal policy and extensive pressure management our burst 
frequency is one of the lowest in the sector. The graph below shows the total numbers of mains failures 
for December 2022 which was clearly above the 5-year average for Portsmouth Water. However, our 
level of preparedness ensured that we were well positioned to effectively respond to the increase in 
activity.  
 

 
 
 
The data in Appendices 1 and 2 provides details of the number of mains failures, properties affected 
and duration of each interruption. Based on weather data, the period of the freeze/thaw ‘event’ has 
been deemed to be 10 December to 28 December 2022.  
 
The graph below summaries the number of minutes customer supplies were interrupted.  Only 3 mains 
failures, affecting customer supplies, were above the 3-hour ODI target. Following a period of intensive 
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focus over several years, our ‘business as usual’ performance on interruptions is now one of the lowest 
in the sector – and this knowhow and capability was mirrored in the way that we dealt with this event.   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
b) A full and candid explanation of your company's response to any impacts, including:  
communication with customers; mutual aid with other companies; distributions of  
bottled water; and identification of vulnerable customers and the support provided for  
them. 
 
Whilst there was a marked increase of mains failures during the period, the breakout was manageable 
with available resources supported by our period works contactor.  Our domestic and business 
customer communications during the period followed normal burst event protocols with individual 
events/updates being posted on Portsmouth Water’s website.  Social media, webchat & telephony 
services were maintained as normal throughout the event period.  Attached are examples of some 
proactive comms ahead of the freeze thaw. 
 
Ahead of the freeze thaw, we proactively contacted all Retailers operating in our area of supply, 
reminding them of the increased risk, as a result of the freeze-thaw, and highlighting preventative 
checks and measures that businesses could take. We also signposted the Watersafe website as a 
resource should business customers require plumbing advice. 
 
Given the relatively short interruption times, mobilisation of large quantities of bottled water and the 
provision of alternative water supplies was not required.  Priority Service Customers, and any sensitive 
business customers, requiring bottled water were serviced by the operational teams tasked with the 
individual pipe repairs from bottled water stock held on vehicles, therefore number of bottles provided 
was very low.   
 
Over the last 3 years we have developed our Priority Services Register and are now achieving both the 
PSR attempted contact and actual contact commitments.  We are close to completing our PSR 
engagement for 22/23 and recently we have attempted contact with 95.34% of customers who have 
been on the PSR register for more than two years; we have received actual contact from 40.71% which 
is very pleasing.  
 
No mutual aid requests were made by Portsmouth Water during the period in question, however, we did 
provide bottled water to South East Water under a mutual aid request and supported Southern Water 
with additional bulk supply volumes into Hampshire over and above their planned/reserved 
requirements.  
 
 
 






